
WRITE A PROGRAM IN C TO SHOW PUSH AND POP OPERATION IN A

STACK

Here you will get program for array representation of stack in C. Below I have written a C program that performs push,
pop and display operations on a stack.

You can only add or remove from the top of stack. Otherwise you have no idea and you end up with undefined
values. This is referred to as adding new element at the top of the stack. How to push elements to stack? It's
always better to do that. Pop 3. Which means there are no elements in stack. Push operation involves
following two steps. Return the top most element from stack and decrement top by one. Lets see how each
operation can be implemented on the stack using array data structure. How to create stack data structure using
array? You are mixing those in a bad way. You don't have to free array. Finding size of stack is
straightforward. Hence, we will need a variable to keep track of top element. The value of the variable top will
be incremented by 1 whenever an item is deleted from the stack. He loves to learn new techs and write
programming articles especially for beginners. If stack is out of capacity i. Exit Enter your choice: 4 Exiting
from app. Let, us declare a variable top to keep track of top element. Unlike linked list and other data
structures. Where SIZE is the capacity of stack. Step by step descriptive logic to push element to stack. That
means: for push: check that you still have space to do the operation for pop: check that you have at least one
element on the stack. Before you create new threads with similar content, stick to one thread. He works at
Vasudhaika Software Sols.


